easy makes express airfreight easier than ever and
opens up its digital platform to other providers
(March 2019) Express Air Systems (easy), one of the leading providers of express airfreight and a
joint venture between DB Schenker and Kühne & Nagel, makes booking express airfreight easier
than ever. Via the new digital easy portal, offers for express freight can be obtained from 25 currently
affiliated airlines and compared with each other as well as booked directly via the easy portal. The
customer thereby receives a simple and transparent overview of the possible airlines with available
flight times, product details and associated rates for different volumes. easy also offers quick and
efficient solutions for individual airfreight shipments, for example high tonnages, extremely short
delivery times, dangerous goods or the like.

Thanks to the market strength of the two shareholders involved in easy, i.e. DB Schenker and Kühne
& Nagel, customers benefit from attractive conditions.
Niklas Wilmking, Executive Vice President of Global Airfreight, Schenker AG, says: "We are
delighted that we have succeeded in bringing such an innovative tool to market in a very short time."
Holger Ketz, Managing Director Germany Kühne + Nagel (AG & Co) KG adds: "The new easy portal
makes booking express airfreight easier than ever before."
"With the easy customer portal, we have created an online search engine for express airfreight,
which for the first time and in a completely new way for the market shows nearly all of the possible
options for an express airfreight shipment at a glance and makes them bookable," says easy CEO
Frederik Luz when describing the portal. "That's why we are now taking the next step by opening up
our platform to other logistics providers over the coming weeks," Luz continues.

How the new easy platform works in detail:
An individual request made via the portal is standardised and automatically passed on to the eligible
airlines. Airlines, which can and want to provide a quote, make their offer available in an also
standardised way. The customer receives an overview of all of the offers, can compare the details
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(prices, routing, etc.) and book them online at rates that are updated daily. A simplification that also
greatly benefits airlines.

About express air systems (easy)
easy has been operating in the market as a provider of express airfreight since 1981 and offers both logistics
companies as well as airlines the opportunity to save time and money. easy combines more than 30 years of
experience with long-term partnerships in the global airfreight market and expert know-how in the field of digitisation!
Thanks to its two shareholders Kühne & Nagel and DB Schenker the company can also draw on excellent rate
advantages.
True to the motto "from an old economy to a digital champion", the company has in the last two years been driving
forward the express airfreight market's digitisation and provides customers with a portal that has innovative interfaces
with various airlines. It is really "EASY" for our customers to search for transport options and very quickly, up-to-date
capacities and prices are provided in a way that is transparent and directly bookable.
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